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Coolgate Quad 140mm
Ultimate Heat Exchanger
Radiator

$139.99

Product Images

Short Description
The Coolgate 560 Heat Exchanger is a combination of all the best rad designs making it versatile and a performance beast.
Designed with triple parallel rows minimizes water resistance the Coolgate series achieves optimal cooling performance. Featuring
inner tubes made of 90% copper this series is made for high end performance. Set up options are available with the dual in and
out G1/4 threaded ports along with the ﬁll port on the opposite side making this the most ﬂexible radiator available. Fan silencers
are included as well for silent operation and a great seal to the radiator.
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Description
The Coolgate 560 Heat Exchanger is a combination of all the best rad designs making it versatile and a performance beast.
Designed with triple parallel rows minimizes water resistance the Coolgate series achieves optimal cooling performance. Featuring
inner tubes made of 90% copper this series is made for high end performance. Set up options are available with the dual in and
out G1/4 threaded ports along with the ﬁll port on the opposite side making this the most ﬂexible radiator available. Fan silencers
are included as well for silent operation and a great seal to the radiator.
Radiator can be used for multiple loop systems, (shared ﬂuid)!
Note: Radiator comes with 5 total ports and 3 plugs, a minimum of 2 G1/4 threaded ﬁttings are required for usage and available
below.

Features
Tubes with 90% copper
Protect environment by using RoHS compliant components, recycled materials and lead-free production
Optimal FPI (fins per inch) is designed for low speed fans to guarantee silent operation
4 G1/4 threads and UNC 6-32 screw threads allow multiple and flexible installations and configurations
Based on long-standing professional research, development and production we provide full 3 years warranty on
Coolgate heat exchangers
Triple parallel rows minimize water resistance and achieve optimal cooling performance
16mm fan-spacing

Specifications

Weight:

2360 g

Liquid Volume:

870 ml

Pressure Tested:

1.5 Bar

Dimensions:

614 x 142 x 60 mm

FPI (Fin per Inch):
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Material:

Copper Fins, Brass Chambers

Screw Thread Length:

6.0mm
30mm

Included:

Coolgate Series Radiator
4 x Silicon Fan Silencer
16 x 6-32 thread 30mm length screws
16 x 6-32 thread 6.0mm length screws
3 x G1/4 Brass Plugs
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Additional Information
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Brand

Coolgate

SKU

CG-560-D

Weight

4.5000

Color

Black

Radiator Size

560 (4 x 140mm)

Radiator Thickness

60mm

Vendor SKU/EAN

4260242980089
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